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Clinical practice guidelines have endorsed the principles

of nephron-sparing surgery (NSS) to achieve comparable

oncologic outcomes compared with radical nephrectomy

(RN), while minimizing the morbidity from chronic kidney

disease.1–3 Indeed, the American Urological Association

(AUA) recently further reinforced ‘prioritizing’ partial

nephrectomy (PN), in particular for clinical T1a (\ 4 cm)

renal tumors, and limiting the RN for a specific set of

criteria (higher complexity renal tumors with absence of

pre-existing chronic kidney disease and proteinuria).2 In

response to the greater emphasis in NSS to clinical practice

guidelines attributable to the growing evidence regarding

similar oncologic control, population-based studies have

demonstrated greater use of PN over time.4–6

Efforts by key stakeholders, surgeons, and patients have

now focused on identifying key characteristics of health

care delivery to achieve higher quality, guideline-concor-

dant health care and better patient health outcomes. In this

issue of Annals of Surgical Oncology, Flegar et al. eluci-

dated the trends in PN and RN for localized renal tumors in

Germany and the US, and identified key hospital-related

factors associated with NSS using administrative data from

national administrative data and cancer registries from each

country.7 Greater use of NSS for localized renal cell car-

cinoma (RCC) for both countries represented a key finding

from this study, where in fact PN now constitutes a

majority of renal surgery for localized T1 renal tumors

from the cancer registries. Furthermore, the study also

established that hospitals with higher annual surgical vol-

ume and access to robotic surgical systems were both

clearly associated with NSS for RCC. Against this back-

drop, the surgical approach influenced the type of renal

surgery performed in Germany and the US, where open PN

and RN rapidly declined counterbalanced against an

expansion of minimally invasive surgery (MIS). More

specifically, robotic surgery to achieve NSS became the

predominant approach for localized renal tumors in the US.

Although modest adoption of both MIS approaches for

localized renal tumors was observed in Germany, approx-

imately 70% and 80% of German patients received open

PN and RN for localized RCC, respectively.

The central findings from this study have health care

policy implications in achieving the goals of identifying

and delivering high-quality health care where the appro-

priately selected patient diagnosed with a T1 renal tumor

undergoes NSS. First, it has been well-documented that

higher hospital and surgeon volume are clearly associated

with greater utilization of appropriate complex cancer

surgery, including PN, with better outcomes with less

complications and lower health care costs and operative

mortality.5,8,9 As a result, efforts to regionalize health care

to higher-volume hospitals for patients with localized renal

masses have been one consequence of achieving more NSS

on a population-level. It is essential to acknowledge that
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these studies included by Flegar et al. rely on claims data

that do not provide any information regarding tumor

complexity or location. Indeed, a plausible criticism of

claims data from cancer registries or insurance databases is

the lack of any of these key clinical data regarding tumor

complexity and location that greatly inform the safe and

appropriate use of PN. While higher-volume hospitals and

surgeons may in fact have higher utilization of NSS, it is

also possible that patients undergoing RN at lower-volume

hospitals have more centrally located or higher complexity

tumors in the context of a normal contralateral kidney, and

thus do indeed receive the clinically appropriate treatment.

Second, the national variation in the ability to success-

fully implement widespread robotic surgical systems across

Germany and the US provide a salient contrast on how new

surgical advanced technology, in particular robotic surgery,

impact the use of NSS for localized RCC.7 While both

countries continued to have a gradual increase in PN, with

a decrease in RN over time, the largest increases in NSS in

the US were attributable to robotic surgery. Other studies

have supported the association of higher utilization of PN

and robotic surgery where this advanced surgical technol-

ogy now represents the majority of surgical approaches for

localized T1 renal tumors.10 However, to date, there are

limited level 1 data assessing the comparative effective-

ness of robotic, laparoscopic, and open PN. Furthermore,

robotic surgery, compared with open and laparoscopic

surgery, has been associated with higher health care costs

in the US.11 Another potential concern regarding the

widespread adoption of robotic surgery for localized RN is

the overtreatment of small renal masses that may be

appropriately managed by active surveillance.12

In summary, this retrospective comparison study

describes the increasing prevalence of NSS in Germany

and the US, and also highlights several hospital-related

factors positively associated with NSS and higher surgical

volume and access to a robot. The findings thus suggest

that patients may receive differing surgical care for renal

tumors based on hospital characteristics or resources. In an

effort to optimize guideline-concordant, high-value care,

these data support further regionalization of renal surgical

care to hospitals with higher surgical volume and, to some

degree, those with the presence of robotic surgical systems.

Yet, it is essential to acknowledge the inherent weaknesses

in the granularity of claims data due to tumor complexity

or location. Indeed, prior research has yet to define what

the optimal rate of PN should be since medical decision

making is somewhat subjective and limited data exist on

the national rates of complexity for renal tumors. Fur-

thermore, centralization of care to high-volume hospitals

with robotic surgical systems may have unintended con-

sequences of surgically treating renal tumors that could be

managed by active surveillance. Therefore, further dis-

semination and implementation research is needed to

address how we optimize medical decision making to

discern which patients would be optimally treated with PN,

RN, and active surveillance.13
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